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LOCATION

The property occupies an enviable

position with excellent retail frontage

overlooking the entrance to Princess

Street, in the heart of the affluent market

town of Knutsford. The prominence is

further bolstered by the visibility to Canute

Place and Tatton Street.

Located close to the motorway network

and being home to a wide variety of

shops, restaurants and banks, Knutsford

is a popular location for business and

leisure. Visitors are attracted to Tatton

Park on the outskirts of the town, where a

number of events are held throughout the

year, including the RHS Tatton Flower

Show.

FLOOR AREA (approximate)

Ground floor retail 1,000 sq ft

Basement 725 sq ft

RENTAL

£30,000 per annum

TENURE

The premises are to be let on new

Effectively Full Repairing and Insuring

leases on terms to be agreed.

DESCRIPTION

39-41 Princess Street is an end of terrace

building, ground floor retail along with

ancillary basement.

The retail unit is accessed directly from

Princess Street on its junction with Red

Cow Yard, a cobbled street adjacent. The

unit therefore benefits from return

frontage onto Red Cow Yard, providing

generous display windows to both sides

of the entrance and high visibility from the

nearby Canute Square.

The internal arrangement is as a retail

area to the front with rooms to the rear. It

is believed that a larger open plan space

could be created, however we have not

undertaken a structural survey to confirm

this. Interested parties should seek

professional advice on this matter.

The basement is accessed via staircase

towards the centre of the building and

holds a staff kitchen and strong room

providing generous storage. WC facilities

are located on the ground floor.

A car park is situated to the rear of the

property.

CAR PARKING

The property comes with 1 parking space.

Further parking may be available on a

separate licence.

RATES

Rateable value: £20,000

VAT

VAT is payable on this transaction.

EPC

An EPC is available on request.

SERVICES

We understand that mains electricity,

water and drainage are connected. Mains

gas might be possible to connect.

Telephone and Internet connections are

understood to be available.

LEGAL COSTS

Each party will be responsible for their

own legal costs.

VIEWINGS

Strictly by appointment with Williams 

Sillitoe on 01625 800066 or contact 

Simon Gardner at sg@willsill.co.uk

Subject to contract

January 2020

Important Notice
Williams Sillitoe for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property whose agents are given notice that (i) these particulars are produced in
good faith and set out as a general guide only and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. They are believed to be correct but any intending
purchaser or tenant should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact but must satisfy themselves as to the correctness of each of them.
(ii) no person in the employment of Williams Sillitoe has any authority to make or give any representations or warranty in relation to this property.
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